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Room to Breathe - Mount Compass in the 1950s
This photograph was taken by the late Keith Blakely in the early 1950s and shows just how small the residential area
of Mt Compass was at that time.

The nine houses in the centre along Clyde Terrace were built by the Housing Trust between 1949 and 1951. Prior
to their construction, a 1948 newspaper report stated that the new homes would be needed for the Co-op store staff
and, eventually, for the planned milk factory workforce (which did not open until 1956).
The Mount Compass homes were not required as rentals, with a 1951 report showing that they were all built for sale.
(The milk factory provided their own homes for workers alongside the factory). Some were provided as War Service
Homes while one of the houses became home for the new Co-op Store’s manager.
These homes were built under a major state-wide scheme supported by the Premier, Thomas Playford, that aimed to
increase the growth in rural areas. They were fairly basic houses at the time - not having mains water or electricity
connected and relying on Aladdin lamps for lighting.
To the right of this photo, are the buildings that belonged to the community owned and operated Co-op Store.
In the front, centre (on the opposite side of Tay Road) stands the new State Bank building opened in 1948, which
had started life as a shed and workshop for blacksmith, William Fooks, but had now been refurbished into a more
substantial building. Next on the left is Ron Tregenza’s timber-framed house built in about 1950. When he left the
district in 1957, it was rebuilt and is now the site of Trevor & Linda Anderson’s home.

The school is just visible on the far left while the small building below the oval is a shed behind what was Arch
& Hettie Peters’ home (now owned by D & S Bleakley - adjacent to Thrifty Link Hardware).
The photograph has recently been scanned into the Archives collection thanks to Keith’s daughter, Janet Andrewartha.
Photographs and articles in the Chronicle can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives are
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial
Another busy few months has seen hundreds of your valuable photographs scanned into our digital Archive
collection - thank you to all those who have shared your family treasures with us. Many of these came about
through our search for WW2 service photographs of people listed on the Mt Compass—Nangkita Honour
Roll. We only require two more photos from the forty nine people named, they are Harry Garden and Ronald
Lane. If you can help trace a living relative of either of these men, please let us know.
The forty seven service photographs collected so far are now on display in the Hall Foyer - if any of you have
not yet popped in for a look, perhaps do so at your next opportunity. Contact me if you would like a private visit.
Connected to this project has been the continued writing of profiles for each of the WW1 and WW2 names on
this Honour Roll. Over the following few weeks more of them will be added to this growing collection which
can be viewed on our website, or by scanning the QR code on the Foyer’s Remembrance Wall.
Inside this edition of the Chronicle are stories covering many years of our history in this district.
There would be few of you who have not travelled along Cleland Gully Road at some time, but where did the
name come from? The story of this can be found on page 4, with more than one Cleland getting a mention.
When heading north from Mt Compass, we drive past a substantial house on the left hand side of Victor Harbor
Road (just prior to the Yundi turn-off). An article on page 8 features the history of this property and the dealings
of the man who once owned it - Eric Webster.
Thanks must be given to those who have provided information or searched their memories to help produce the
stories in this edition. You may feel your contribution has been only minor, but when added to many others,
a story can be told.
Finally, we have been advised of the recent passing of Hartley Wehrmann. Born in 1931, he was one of the
pioneering Wehrmann family of Cleland Gully. They first arrived here in the early 1900s and eventually owned
four separate properties along that Gully. Linton Jacob’s book “Where The Compass Leads You” details the
Wehrmann history in the chapter on Cleland Gully Road.
Steve Kettle

News reports from the past

Left: An Article from The Chronicle of 13th February 1936.
Above: From The Chronicle, 25th January 1908.
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New Photos Added to The Archives

These two photographs have recently been scanned into the Mt Compass Archives thanks to
Marg Geering (nee Jacobs).
Above: Four members of the Jacobs family hard at work in their Nangkita dairy. Noel, Betty, Oscar and their father
Earnest Jacobs (on the far right) hand milking cows c1939. Soon after this photo was taken, Noel and Oscar would
be serving in World War 2, with Oscar one of those who did not return. (Marg Geering is the daughter of Noel.)
Below: Mt Compass Grade 3 to 5 from 1955. If anyone has an original of this photograph that includes the
teacher (far left) please let us know.
Back– Wendy Manley, Ron Ellis, Trevor Connor, Ivor Arthur, Trevor Heuppauff, Peter Stone, Lesley Jacobs,
Christine Rowse, Elaine Thomas, Christine Blakely, Bev Stone. Middle– Betty Duffield, Shirley Stone, Helen
Jacobs, Margaret Jacobs, Judith Boundy, Jennifer Stone, Glynis Jacobs, Marlene Jurgens, Wendy Duffield, Barbara
Boundy, Jennifer Hawser, Front - Norman Byron, Neville Dolling, John Tonkin, Robert Dibben, Noel Blakely,
Ronald Jurgens, Peter Stevens, Verne Arthur. (Thanks to Verne for supplying these names.)
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The Cleland Family and Their Gully
This sparse map shows the furthest extremities of the Hundred of Nangkita in 1876. Obtained from the State
Library, it notes Mount Compass as purely a geographical point, with the only numbered Sections of land around
here being a) 1769 & 1770 (top, centre) which is the land stretching back from Connor’s dairy on Nangkita Road,
b) 695 & 696 (left) which is the original Square Waterhole property c) 236 (bottom left) at Mount Jagged, and
d) Section 199 (circled, central) sitting isolated in the centre. This particular Section, which no longer exists, is in
the middle of what we now call Clelands Gully.

a

d

b

c

Cleland Gully Road may be a well-known local road but how it came to be known as such appears to have been
lost over the years.
The Gully located in the centre section of this road is undoubtedly the inspiration for this name but until the 1980s
many Mount Compass residents only knew of this road as Tooperang Road. At that time, businesses located along
here were advertising themselves (in the Entre Nous) as being on Tooperang Road. The name Cleland Gully
however, was used as a location description by residents in various business directories for most of the last century.
It was not until the 1980s when the road was finally signposted as such, that many people realised it had another
name. The actual gazetting of the name Cleland Gully Road did not occur until 1984. Between the years 1882 and
1936, various members of the Cleland family would have connections with this road.
The first of the Cleland family to call South Australia home were John and Elizabeth Cleland the two of whom, it
has been stated, “founded a family of considerable influence”.
John Fullerton Cleland (1821-1901), the only son of a Scottish barrister, had been a Protestant Christian missionary in China at the time of the Qing Dynasty and who, in 1852, migrated to South Australia. He and his wife
Elizabeth Cleland (nee Glen) raised six sons, four of whom would have connections to this district. Three other
children died while young.
John was appointed the South Australian Registrar of Births, Deaths & Marriages in 1853 and remained as such
until 1885.
In the earliest survey maps of the Nangkita Hundred (see above) is the now defunct Section number 199, which
encompasses the swamp and gully in the area that we now call Cleland’s Gully. This is just along from the Through
Road intersection and includes the area where the Trout Farm now sits -see map on page 5.
Continued on following page...
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The region through here does not appear to have been closely surveyed until around 1881, with the area fitting under
the term of ‘Waste lands’ prior to this. (The original Survey, or Diagram Books of Nangkita are now stored with
State Records at Cavan and are available for public viewing.)
By 1899 this Section 199 no longer existed, having been split and merged with adjacent blocks, but during the period
1882 to 1886 the lease holders were three Cleland brothers, William Lennox, George Fullerton and Elphinstone
Davenport Cleland. In 1882 The brothers (sometimes noted as sheepfarmers of Beaumont) had taken over Miscellaneous Lease No. 316 from Louis Henry Giles, which covered almost 6,000 acres and included this particular Section.
In 1886 the lease was transferred to Henry Giles and Sir Samuel Davenport (an uncle of the Cleland brothers) before
being cancelled completely in 1888. After this time, the land along this gully was re-surveyed and divided into
smaller holdings to help satisfy the demand for land from what was called ‘the working people’ of South Australia.
The re-surveyed Section No. 199 was subsequently labelled as Cleland’s Gully in the second Diagram Book (see
below right). Later Hundred maps have shortened the name to just Cleland Gully.
Brothers George and Elphinstone Cleland were involved in a number of other Miscellaneous Leases, including
taking over one held by another notable family in this district, the Gardners (refer Chronicle No 6).

The Cleland brothers did add improvements during their short ownership, including the erecting of post and wire
fencing around sections 199 and 231 to 235. The brothers were given approval to sub-let land in 1883 and then
permission to cut a drain through their leased property in 1884. It is worth noting that some Section boundaries have
changed quite considerably over the years, and these numbers may cover different areas of land today.
This particular Section of land (199) is where the early ruin is located that was photographed for the cover of our
1988 history book “Chasing Rainbows in the Rain”. It is possible that this building was constructed around the time
this land was leased to the Cleland brothers and may have been one of their ‘improvements’. It has been suggested
that this structure was originally an early shepherd’s hut, which would fit comfortably with the land use at this time.

The above survey maps are taken from the Diagram Books located in State Records at Cavan. On the left is a selection from the
1881 survey and shows Section 199 in the centre. The one on the right is from the 1897 survey and has split 199 into more
Sections. The name Cleland’s Gully has also been added and improvements such as P and W (post and wire) fence, an ‘old
bridge’ and ’Ruins of Hut” are noted.

The earliest known public use of the name ‘Cleland Gully’, is found in an August 1905 Adelaide Advertiser article
where several residents from there are reported as seeing a large animal resembling a leopard on the hill opposite
their homestead. (No mention is made of what became of this animal or who the residents were.)

The development in this area was summarised in a report about the Nangkita Village Settlement in a February 1906
Chronicle newspaper article.
“…on the road up Cleland Gully (ie. From the Tooperang end) to the Port Elliot main road … there are 15
families, excluding the residents that occupied land or held leases at that time. From the junction of the swamp
on Cleland Gully and Black Swamp to a point on the Port Elliot main road, about four miles nearer Adelaide,
at Mt Compass, are no fewer than 21 families, while on the swamp further back are 2 other families, making
a total of 38 families.”

It should be noted that this article is only highlighting the new residents who had taken up land following the start
of that Village Settlement, not any previous settlers, few as they may have been.
The road now given the pragmatic name of “Through Road”, which branches off from here, is marked on maps
dating back to 1894 but was not constructed until more recent times. It may have been used as a track in the early
days, but verifying that is beyond any living memory. For many years it ended at a farmhouse on the property.
Continued on following page...
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Another report from January 1908 detailed a major fire which started in this Cleland Gully and burnt down a homestead owned by Mr Bowie, which had been used by the Seventh Day Adventists for their church and Sunday School
purposes. (This fire, which lasted for days, spread towards Currency Creek and also burnt paddocks owned by the
Holmes brothers). Refer to news report on page 2.
The road was referred to as “the road to Tooperang, through Cleland’s Gully” in a 1910 newspaper article detailing
an extra-ordinary local council election (in which C S Hancock was elected with a total of 32 votes). The road condition was described in the article as being “in an impassable condition, the heavy traffic caused by the conveyance
of settler’s produce to market having cut the road up considerably.”
The Cleland family would once again be drawn to this area through an amazing project planned by Daniel Kingsland
in 1923, that would have involved the construction of a major dam between what was the old ‘Cleland Gully Free
Range Eggs’ farm and Waterfall Drive (refer to Chronicle No. 13).
Among the notable directors of this scheme was a Major Thomas Erskine Cleland,
who along with his father, Edward Erskine Cleland (right), were partners in the legal
firm Cleland, Holland & Teesdale Smith. This firm became solicitors for the Kingsland
Irrigation Co Ltd Prospectus.
Thomas’ father, Edward Erskine Cleland was the youngest son of the John Fullerton
Cleland mentioned earlier and would go on to purchase the Square Waterhole Estate
along with land along the road that bears his family name, in 1927. He was at the time,
an Adelaide Barrister, but would go on to become a Justice of the SA Supreme Court
in March 1936, at which time he sold the property.
This farm, totalling 1,425 acres had been advertised in 1926 as “a holding of unusual
possibilities” that was “situated for two miles astride the Adelaide-Victor Harbour
road”. Improvements listed included three small houses, a very large dairy, shed,
pigstyes (sic) and engine house. Mention was also made of the fact that “the AdelaideVictor Harbour road is to be almost entirely reconstructed.”

E E Cleland (1869-1943)

-State Library photo
This advert for the property’s sale mentions three houses, which would be the homes
provided for the farm workers, with all of them still in use today. The houses are spaced
along the southern side of the first 2.5 kilometres of this road, with what was “Helga’s Cottage” being the first of
these. (See photo on next page).

The condition of Cleland Gully Road compared to the Victor Harbor Road was highlighted again in a 1927 letter
to the Advertiser newspaper.
“It is in a deplorable state…. Doctors complain bitterly of the bad state of the road. We did have a butcher,
but he broke the axle of his motor and does not come now. The grocer will come only a short distance off the
main road therefore people have to go four or five miles for the necessities of life. Not far away, thousands of
pounds are being spent on a road for pleasure.” (ie. the Victor Harbor Road).
The next purchaser of a large portion of this farm was a man who is still recalled by
residents of this district – a Mr Philip Brendon (P B) Angas Parsons. He too came from
a very notable South Australian legal family. His father was Sir Herbert Angas Parsons,
a King’s Counsel, a judge in the SA Supreme Court and a Member of the SA Parliament. His mother was Mary Elsie, daughter of the Australian Federal Parliamentarian,
philanthropist and ‘Advertiser’ newspaper owner, Sir John Langdon Bonython.
On various land transfer documents from this area, P B Angas Parsons (right) is either
recorded as being an Adelaide solicitor, a Mt Compass grazier, or a company director.
P B Angas Parsons did not live in Mount Compass (neither had the previous owner),
preferring to appoint a farm manager to run the property, while he remained in Adelaide. An attachment to the manager’s residence on Cleland Gully Road was built to
serve as a weekender for visits by Angas Parsons. The manager’s wife was then able
to cook meals etc whenever the owner visited there.
Farm Managers who lived in this house included McIntosh and Whiteman, while later
owners were the Hicks and Blagroves. It is now an Airbnb rental.
Continued following page...

P B Angas Parsons
(1905-1984)
An Advertiser newspaper
photograph from 1928 when
he was admitted as a practitioner of the Supreme Court.
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The large woolshed (known locally as Parson’s woolshed) on this property was the venue for many fundraising
dances prior to the Memorial Hall being opened in 1958 (refer photo on page 4 of Chronicle No.2).
Sections of the property were sold to various purchasers from 1968 onwards, including in 1979, the land on which
Horst Fehrmann built his existing home and
which includes one of the original worker’s
cottages (right). Following his personal dealings with Angas Parsons, Horst described the
man as a “real gentleman”.
Cleland Gully Road was not fully bitumised
until the 1980s, following petitions asking for
road improvements dating back to at least
1961. Dorothy Jacobs who lived along this
road for many years and was the local councillor when it was finally bitumised, recalled
recently how she raised one early petition
herself, although nothing happened at the time
and the road remained “bumpy and potholey”.

This cottage is one of the three original homes on the Cleland/
Parsons farm. It has since been restored by Horst Fehrmann but in
the late 1970s was almost derelict, overgrown and with a roof that
was collapsing in. It was built using a rubble mix quarried on site.

Following her election to council in 1981, Dorothy presented another petition to council, signed by 52 ratepayers.
Things started to progress and once the bitumising of Nangkita Road was completed, council made a start on Cleland Gully Road. Over the next 4 or 5 years it was gradually bitumised section by section, transforming it from one
of the worst roads in this district into something more acceptable for the both the local residents and passing traffic.

Four sons of J F Cleland with connections to this Gully
Elphinstone Davenport Cleland (1854-1928) was a journalist and a mine manager.
William Lennox Cleland (1847- 1918) was a medical doctor and for 40 years was in charge of Parkside Lunatic
Asylum. Cleland Conservation Park is named after one of his sons – Sir John Burton Cleland, (1879-1971)
George Fullerton Cleland (1852-1931) was a wine merchant and member of the Burnside District Council, including Chairman from 1885-94.
Edward Erskine Cleland (1869-1943) was a solicitor, appointed a King’s Counsel in 1912, was a vice-president
of the Law Society, Chairman of the SA Football League and Chairman of the Kindergarten Union.

References: http://natureglenelg.org.au/wp-content, trove.nla.gov.au, wikipedia.org, State Records- Diagram
Books, “Chasing Rainbows in the Rain” by Ann Riddle, “Where the Compass Leads You” by Linton Jacobs,
Australian Dictionary of Biography. Dorothy Jacobs.
Have you seen this photograph in your
family album?
The Archives does not possess a clear copy
of this early school photograph, only this
low quality photocopy.
If you do have, or know the whereabouts of
the original, please let us know - before it is
lost to history.
Likewise, if you have any other photographs
you would like to either donate or make
available for scanning, we would love to
hear from you.
We are collecting anything of historic interest, including photos of dairying, farming,
shops, sports, homes, people and landscapes.
Phone Steve on 8556 8444
Or email mtcompassarchives@gmail.com
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The Websters and Their Home - A Brief History
The Webster name may no longer be heard around this district but for those who travelled from Mt Compass to
either Victor Harbor or Adelaide in the 1920s & 30s they will perhaps be able to recall the name of Eric Ivan
Webster (1891- 1978).
The Webster Motor Service began around 1922 with a sixteen-passenger Fiat Charabanc, travelling between Victor
Harbor and Adelaide. This was at a time when ‘motor services’ were still in their infancy with poor vehicles and
even worse roads. The company soon changed over to the seven-seater, ‘Nickel Bonnet‘ Packard before what they
advertised as ‘luxurious’ Packard cars were added in 1928.
This was also the year when the Victor Harbor Road was finally bitumised along its entire length, allowing
Adelaide tourists the opportunity of single night stays on the south coast. The time quoted to now drive between
the city and Victor Harbor was a quick 2½ hours.
Eric’s older brother (Francis) Alan Webster joined the business in 1925 and became responsible for the Adelaide
end of the journey while Eric was responsible for the Victor Harbor site. By the late 1920s, their cars were leaving
each terminal three times a day with an additional service on weekends. The price for a single trip was 10/6 ($1.10).
(Alan Webster, along with his wife Alfreda May, were living with Eric at his Mount Compass home when, in 1942
Alan passed away from cancer, aged just 56.)
When SA Railways withdrew their loss-making road bus between Adelaide and Victor Harbor in 1931 the
Transport Control Board awarded licences to three services for this route. Eric Webster was granted one of these
new licences with (Sydney) Raymond Wallage and Bond’s
Motor Services granted the other two. Days later it was
announced that the three contractors had merged into one
company.
In 1937, local and interstate newspapers were reporting that
‘Webster, Wallage and Bond’ had purchased a new International C-35 21-seat passenger bus for the Adelaide - Victor
Harbour route (right). A photograph of this specific bus
parked in front of the Mt Compass shops is printed in our
first history book from 1946 - “History and Development of
Mt Compass – The First Hundred Years”1 and in December
2018’s Chronicle.
Eric Webster and Ray Wallage worked together prior to their
formal amalgamation on at least one occasion, as they drove
for commercial treks through the outback. In 1926, a four-car
expedition led by Captain E D Bagot carried 14 paying passengers in a journey from Adelaide to Darwin then returning
via Queensland through Birdsville and Maree over a five
week period, with Eric and Ray two of the drivers. (An
amazing video of this journey can be found on youtube at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5svINQtYXXQ ).
In 1928 Eric purchased Section 130 in the Hundred of
Myponga from James A Lush. This was a 105 acre property
near Victor Harbor Road which he continued to own through
to 1947, when it was sold to his neighbour, Edmund G
Haskett.

The above notice appeared in Sydney’s ’The Land’
publication on 12th February 1937.

Further land was purchased here, with Eric owning at one point, about 750 acres covering Sections 130,131,220,221
and 222. This land, near the Yundi intersection on Victor Harbor Road was sold off to various purchasers in the mid
and late 1940s.
The Webster property had a bird’s eye view of the changes in transportation. From the front, all the modern traffic
heading to Victor harbor could be viewed, while the old coach road passed through the back of their property.
The cart tracks from those days left an enduring trail as they were pulled by bullocks or horses over that land heading to the coast.
This route took them around the back of the current township towards the Square Waterhole property .
1.

Refer note at end of article.

Continued following page...
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Once Eric ended his involvement with the passenger transport business, he decided to cut down one of the cars and
made what was called a ‘buckboard’ for this farm. This is where the rear body is removed and replaced with a loadcarrying tray, which was a precursor to the modern-day ute.
During the mid-1930s, Eric built a new home (named ‘Almora’) at Mt Compass for his wife
(Annie Linda nee Aird) and their two children Laurence & (Ina) Lorraine. The stonemason
used during the construction of this house was Jack Ridings (1882-1957) an English migrant
living at Murray Bridge (pictured right). According to his granddaughter, Jack had honed his
craft by working for his stonemason father from the tender age of eleven.
One of Jack Ridings traits was his reluctance to build walls on any foundation that had not
been cured for 12 months. Amongst the buildings he is known to have also worked on are the
Monteith Town Hall and the Murray Bridge picture theatre. (Jack is the grandfather of Leanne
Scott, a former resident of Mt Compass and who
along with her husband Ray, had worked for Mount
Compass’ Dairy Vale factory.)
The Webster’s house was constructed using marble
stone quarried from the Mt Magnificent area – the
same quarry used for Geoff & Bessie Stone’s home
on Nangkita Road. Apparently one end of this
quarry had a grey marble (where the Webster stone
was taken from) the other end had a pink marble
which was used for the Stone’s home.
Eric developed an interest in growing tobacco as
a crop. Newspapers of the day were reporting that
in 1937, Australians were smoking 9,000 tonnes
of tobacco a year with 3,400 tonnes of this being
grown in Australia. In South Australia however,
tobacco was a minor industry with the crop mainly
grown as a sideline to dairying.

Webster’s new house with the Dowell twins, Ruth and Naomi on the
front verandah. Ruth would later marry Eric and Annie Webster’s
son Laurie.

A 1936 tobacco article in the Victor Harbour Times mentions that “quite a fair proportion of the State’s crop was
being cultivated at Mt Compass.” The article goes on to mention how “Eric Webster of Victor Harbour, who works
a property at Mt Compass, has been requested … to provide 10lbs (4.5kg) of cured leaf from his barn to be displayed in the Centennial Exhibition in Adelaide.” (Refer to news report on page 2)

Eric joined the Adelaide Hills Tobacco Growers
Association and was chosen as a state representative at the 1938 Australian producers conference. He also built two tobacco barns on the
property to dry his crop, with one of these structures still in use today as a shed. He also sold young plants for those seeking to grow their own crop (refer the 1931
advert above).

Eric had been selling wool clips during the early 1930s and although he was recorded as being from Victor Harbour, it is likely that his sheep were grazed on the
Mt Compass property. Not one to be tied down to any specific type of farming,
Eric was also listed as a financial member of the SA Pig Breeders and Feeders Association in 1940.
In 1939, Eric sold 200 acres of leased land (Section 219 Hd Myponga) to Erk and
Dora Anderson, with the home they built still in use today. The bulk of this land is
now owned by Rob & Mandy Brokenshire, with the Anderson’s house now home
to Rob & Cheryl Minniss (of Thrifty Link Hardware).

Eric continued to live on the Mt Compass property along with his son Laurence
Dudley following his divorce from Annie. Laurie (as he preferred to be known)
enlisted in 1941, with his occupation recorded as ‘tractor driver’.
Continued on following page...

Left: Eric and Laurie in uniform during WW2 with Ruth (nee Dowell). Laurie would serve
in New Guinea with the AIF while Eric was a L/Sergeant with the AMF in 1941 and 1942.
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Laurie did serve in New Guinea in 1943 but, as was common in this
district, he was discharged before the war ended due to his labour being
required on the farm. Laurence is one of the forty nine people recorded
on the Mt Compass- Nangkita Honour Roll for WW2.
In 1944 when he returned from overseas, Laurie married Ruth Mavis
Dowell, the youngest (and twin) daughter of Alex & Edna Dowell (nee
Peters) who owned a small general store on Peters Terrace in Mount
Compass.
Eric moved away following the War’s end, operating two service stations
on South Road, one in Edwardstown, known as the ‘Fig Tree Service
Station” and another on the corner of South and Cross Roads. His son
Laurie became a mechanic there and helped to manage the stations.

Right—The original tobacco drying
shed still has a use on Webster’s old
property.

Eric passed away in 1978 and was buried in the rose garden at Centennial Park.
In around March 1947, Albert and Catherine Langford moved from the city to this property to share-farm a dairy
on this now 432 acre property. The Langfords supplied their own cows and plant, with Eric Webster providing the
land, sheds and house.
They helped clear the land further for pasture, only to have Webster then sell the farm to V & R Anders, cake shop
owners from Adelaide. They however, only lived there on weekends having refurbished the house to accommodate
this. The herd was extended by the new owners with 70 cows now being milked and the Langfords continuing to
share-farm.
Having purchased the property in 1948, the Anders then sold it the following year to David and Kim Cornell, electrical wholesalers & motor bike shop owners from Adelaide. It was during this period of ownership that Methodist
church services were held in the dining room. The Cornells also ran a Jersey stud here for a while.
Albert and Catherine Langford moved out when the Cornells purchased the farm, but their son Colin stayed on to
manage the dairy. This arrangement fell through after a while and Colin also moved on.
The Cornells further altered the house – also opting to use it as a weekender and appointing a farm manager to look
after the property. Some of the alterations made to the house during the Anders/Cornell period included the addition
of a second bathroom and the dividing of some rooms, enabling the manager to live there independently of the
owners when they visited.

The property was then sold to (Joseph) Norm and Ethel Grundy in
1957. They ran a Suffolk and Poll Dorset Stud as well as Corriedale
sheep, followed by beef cattle and a Poll Hereford Stud. Their son
Ken subsequently took over the property when his parents retired
to Adelaide. The property was sold in 1984.
While they had ownership, the Grundys removed some of the divisions in the house and replaced the corrugated iron roof with tiles.
Two chimneys and fireplaces were also removed.
Following a few more changes in ownership, the house and a small
acreage is now owned by Simon and Sarah Edwards.
Note: When Victor Harbour is spelt as such in any historical article quoted
here, it has been reproduced with the same spelling that appears in the
article.
References: trove.nla.gov.au, Ken Grundy, Leanne Scott, Allan Webster,
Linton Jacobs, Carlene Farmer (nee Anderson), Colin Langford
memoirs, Wikipedia, NAA Service Record
1.

A kindle version of the 1946 book can be downloaded for $5 from the
Archives website: https://mtcompassarchives.org/books/
Or a paperback version can be purchased directly from the Archives
for $10 (only eight books remaining)
A 1928 advert from the Victor Harbor Times
(email: mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

Where Did Our Road Names Come From?
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The list below was taken from the Mt Compass Agricultural Bureau Executive Committee’s Minute Book for
1940, listing what appears to be their suggestions for naming local roads. This meeting was held at Anthony
Kidman’s Ravenswood Estate, with the person responsible for this neat handwriting believed to be the Secretary,
Charlie Verco.
Other Executive members present at this meeting were: Lawrie S Ekers, Basil S t J Proctor, Mel Jacobs, W G Hunt
and Howard B Peters.
You may notice some of the names are now in use, but others for whatever reason, were passed over (e.g. Lagoon
Road became Berry Road). Cleland’s Gully Road (No.11) was listed back then but many locals still knew it as
‘Tooperang’ Road. The notes state that it was “named after Mr Cleland” but the precise origin of the Gully’s name
may not have been known by this time.
Some of the missing names are easier to work out, such as No. 10 – Waterfall Drive, but can you work out
which un-named road leads to “Misery Farm” (no.14)? We don’t know...

Why some roads are not named or who this list was prepared for was not recorded in the Minutes. The world was at
war by this time and there were bigger issues to deal with.
Two months later an Executive Meeting was held in which it was noted that the Vice President, Mr Basil S t John
Proctor was absent at an AIF (Aust Imperial Force) camp, with a resolution passed that the branch would go into
recess. They did not formally meet again until December 1944, with the war nearing its end.
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Mt Compass Cricket Club Juniors (1962 – 2021)
This is the third and final chapter in our History of Cricket in the Mt Compass - Nangkita district.

Prior to the start of the 1952 cricket season, a decision was made by the Great Southern Cricket Association (GSCA)
to encourage participation by Juniors. That season there was only an A-Grade competition, with the B-Grade teams
from the previous year opting to move up a level. Following remarks from Club delegates regarding the apathy
of young players from associating themselves with cricket, the idea of introducing a colts (Junior) competition the
following season was raised.

This does not appear to have come to fruition, with the Association continuing for a few
more years with solely an A-Grade competition. In 1959-60 however, the B-Grade
competition was resurrected with schoolboys usually joining in at this level. In that season
the Mt Compass B-Grade player, D Parker was awarded the Association’s prize of a new
cricket bat as the best schoolboy player in the competition.
A Colts competition was finally introduced in the GSCA for the 1961-62 season, with four
teams registering. Mount Compass was not one of these, with schoolboys from here still
being introduced to cricket via the B-Grade side, which was Mt Compass’ only team in
that season.

The first ever Under 16 Colts team from Mt Compass entered the GSCA in 1962-63 and
included high calibre players such as Bill Nash - who would later become President of the
Club. This team was formed under the guidance of the club’s President, Sam Curnow
along with John Menhennett (right) a teacher at Mt Compass School. (John also helped
coach the first colts football side). The Colts did reach the 1964 grand final, losing to
Victor Harbor before their brief journey ended in 1966, following the school transfer
of John Menhennett. That discouraging final season saw forfeits and significant defeats.
By 1966-67, Colts such as Paul Lewis and Bill Nash were playing with the Seniors while
the Junior side was disbanded for almost a decade.

John Menhennett - a
young teacher at Mount
Compass pictured here in
his role as a coach of the
football club’s Colts team
(1964).

The whole Mount Compass Cricket Club was struggling during this period. The A’s
finished bottom in the 1967-68 season and no teams at all were fielded the following year (Refer Chronicle No.15).

From newspaper reports and a few good memories, we can list some of the Colt’s players from this period: Brendon
Eve, Bill Nash, Paul Lewis, Max Crouch and brothers, Tim & Bronte Fisher, Robert (aka Wally) & John Ferguson
and Dennis & Neil Laundy.
The colts re-formed for the 1975-76 season under the guidance of another teacher, Bill Jerram, who proved to be
an inspiring coach for this side over the following ten years. He also found time to be the MCCC’s Secretary during
six of those years. The Colts made it to both the 1979 and 1980 Grand Finals and were minor Premiers in 1981,
before achieving back to back Premierships in 1982 and 1983. This era of the Colts fostered the likes of Bruce
Connor, Andrew Duffield, Mark Nash, Sam Braidwood and Dave Burgess who all went on to contribute greatly to
their subsequent A-Grade teams.
Some of the Colts were recognised at Association level - in 1980 two Mt Compass players, Grant Nitschke and
David Merritt won the Association trophies for Fielding and Bowling respectively. In 1982, Dave Burgess won the
Association bowling average in a season when, along with his fellow bowlers Andrew Duffield, David (Lenny)
Pascoe and Geoff Bigmore, the
Mount Compass Colts were noted
as possessing one of the strongest
bowling attacks ever seen in the
GSCA.
Michael Connor also assisted
tremendously that year, winning
the Association’s fielding trophy
in his first year as wicket-keeper.
Continued following page...

1981-82 Premiership Colts team
Back row: Bill Dalitz, David Pascoe
(v/capt), Bill Jerram (coach), Dave
Burgess (capt), Michael Connor, Geoff
Bigmore. Front row: M Smitherman,
M Thomas, G Cooling, Mark Jacobs,
T Broad, Andrew Duffield, S Blacker.
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Continued from previous page

In their back to back Premiership seasons, Dave Burgess was awarded the Club’s Cricketer of the Year trophy
in both of those years - quite an honour for a young Colt.
Attracting sufficient players has been a struggle in some seasons – such as 1995-96 when a notice had to be placed
in the local newsletter ‘Entre Nous’ seeking three or four ‘lads’ to make up a full team in the Under 16s. It was also
mentioned in the notice that junior cricket was facing a problem attracting players throughout the Association. The
hard working coaches for the Colts that year were Dave Burgess and Troy Blakely.
Somehow, the Colts managed to win a Premiership the following season (1996-97- with coach David Merritt).
They also won Premierships in 2003-04 (coach - Adam Miller) and 2007-08 (coaches - Aaron Dalitz & Mark
“The Cheese” Rowley).
The season 2003-04 was particularly memorable. The Association only had five competing teams from which the
first four would be eligible to play in the finals. Somehow, the Mount Compass team, which had lost to all but one
of their opposition sides throughout the season, managed to just scrape through in fourth place. From there everything started to gel for the boys and they went on to win both their finals matches and the Grand Final after looking
like unlikely winners earlier in the season.

An Under 12’s competition started in 1985-86 under the guidance of Gary Odgers with help from Paul Lewis and
Des Roocke. Adding to the numbers, a few young cricketers from Willunga started to join the two Mount Compass
Under 12 teams at this point. (Under12s was originally a Primary School competition, open to anyone in PS).
In the 1998-99 season an Under 14’s team coached by Geoff Bednall was formed and enjoyed immediate success
by winning a Premiership in their first season (they also won a trophy in 2002-03 under coach Ian East).
1998-99 was a bumper season with an under 17s, under 14s and under 12s team.
In the last 10 or so seasons, there have been a number of years with no Junior
teams entered by the Club, forcing concerted efforts to re-establish them. This has
met with mixed success. 2012-2013 saw the Junior side established again after
a season off, but the following year saw no teams entered again. Gradually Junior
teams have been re-established, sometimes by combining with neighbouring clubs.
The problem seems to be a similar one amongst many of the teams at present, that
of finding suitable coaches.
This most recent season saw the Club field both a Senior Colts and an Under 10s
side. Names to watch out for in the future are Lochie Nash and Rilee Endersby,
respective winners of the Colts Batting and Bowling trophies.

One particular event of note occurred in the 2017-18 season when the then Under
14s Captain Lochie Nash, was named the Club’s Junior Cricketer of the Year.
This marked three generations of the Nash family having individual success with
this Club, following his uncle (Mark) and Grandfather (Bill) each having received
Senior Cricketer of the Year Awards. Bill and Mark Nash are also the only father
and son combination to have received this prestigious accolade. (Note - the 2010-11
Junior Cricketer Jason Nash as listed below, is not a relative).

References: Bill Nash, Ray Stone Cricket History 1987, trove.nla.gov.au, Mt Compass
Archive cricket records, Bill Jerram Colts records, Entre Nous & New Moon newsletter
cricket reports.

Junior Cricketer of the Year

Junior Premierships
Under 16s
1981-82
1982-83
1996-97
2003-04
2007-08

Under 14s
1998-99
2002-03

A young Bill Nash
- our earliest photograph of a
MCCC Colt

1998-99
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09

Jai Bednall
Jai Bednall
Adam Miller
Adam Miller
Matt East
Luke Bailey
Matt East
Jake McMillan
Josh Hicks
Jake McMillan
Luke Perovic

2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
2019-20

Ryan Binns
Jason Nash
No Junior Teams
William Zimmermann
No Junior Teams
No Award
Shannon Jones
Shannon Jones
Lochie Nash
Lochie Nash
Rilee Endersby

Lorna Jessie Rowland, (Rank: Lieutenant)
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Lorna has the honour of being the only woman on the Mt Compass-Nangkita Honour Roll.
Lorna Jessie Rowland was born at Kadina on 31 st January 1919 to
parents Agnes Elizabeth (Bessie) Rowland (nee Corston) and Edward
(Ted) Trustrail Rowland.
Pastor Bart Manning settled this family on a block at the end of Berry
Road as his way of assisting people during the 1930s depression. Ted
and Bessie’s three children were all girls: Ruth, Rae and Lorna. Their
house was in the area known as the Lagoon, due to all the surface
water (Berry Road is behind the strawberry farm).
The family had arrived from Mile End in tough times, with Lorna
later recalling to her children how during those tough years, the
family’s diet was primarily based around potatoes.
Lorna began attending the Mt Compass school from January 1931,
after transferring from Thebarton Central School where she had
reached grade 7. Lorna gained her qualifying certificate in 1931 and
left school at the end of 1932.
Her sister Ruth would marry a local man, Horrie Jacobs, with Lorna’s
father building their new house (with help from Horrie). This was
on Lanacoona Road, close to Berry Road and is still an impressive
home today.
Lorna started her nursing at the Royal Adelaide Hospital but received further training in Melbourne and worked at
a variety of places such as Alice Springs and Strathalbyn.
She enlisted with the Australian Army Nursing Service (AANS) on 20 th November 1941, aged 22 years. Although
already a qualified nursing Sister, Lorna was not called up for full time duty until October 1942 when she volunteered to serve in the AIF. Her permanent address at the time of enlisting was given as Mile End, the same address
her father was now living at.
In November 1943, it was passed at the local Knitting Circle’s meeting that Lorna’s name be added to those from
this district who would receive their gift parcels. This Circle had been formed to provide comfort gifts to those
serving in the war.
Lorna saw service in the Northern Territory, with her unit, the 109 Australian General Hospital (AGH) who assumed
responsibility for running of the hospital at Alice Springs in 1942. She also served at Heidelberg Military Hospital
in Victoria before joining the 2/2 Australian Casualty Clearing Station (CCS) in March 1945.
She served in the Pacific from June of that year, landing in Borneo on 27 th July only one week after major combat
operations had concluded on that recently captured Island. She returned to Australia
on the 1st December and was discharged on 21 st January 1946. Her home address was
now listed as Gilberton.

While Lorna was serving overseas, she would meet her future husband, Doug Rosenthal, a sergeant with Lorna’s Casualty Clearing Station in Borneo.
Following the war’s end, the couple lived at Glenunga, after marrying at Walkerville.
They had two children, Jane and Mark, with Lorna returning to nursing when the children were older. She worked in both private and public hospitals as well as nursing
homes.
Lorna’s family believe she contracted Dengue fever during her stint in the pacific,
which may have weakened her heart. They suspect this contributed to Lorna passing
at the relatively young age of 66 years on 26 th September 1985. Doug survived until
2015, with both of them buried together in the RSL section at Centennial Park.
References: NAA Service Records, Jane Rosenthal (nee Rowland), Mt Compass school register,
Knitting Circle Minutes. http://www.ntlexhibit.nt.gov.au/items/show/1051

Lorna standing proudly in
her uniform, with parents
Ted & Bessie Rowland
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Keep your photographs coming in - a big thank you to Janet Andrewartha (nee Blakely) and Jenny Collett
(nee Turner) for these and many others.
Above: Ella Blakely in the Square Waterhole dairy during the 1950s, which she ran along with her husband Keith.
Below Right: One of Keith Blakely’s hand dug drains at the Square Waterhole property, taken in 1946.
Below left: Murray Turner alongside his 1939 maize crop at Mt Jagged. Soon after this he would be serving in New
Guinea during World War 2 - in recognition of which he is listed on the Mt Compass–Nangkita Honour Roll.

The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial
Community Centre Inc.

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required
or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to
the Archives please give me a call or send an email.
Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

